THE FELLOWSHIP

The Rudolf Steiner Fellowship Foundation is a long-term care community of all ages, founded in 1966. It serves Hill Top House, the central care facility. Those who live in Hill Top receive minimal to extensive round-the-clock care which is permitted by dint of two laws passed by the New York State Legislature (1985 and 1996). These support not only elder care but the working of the whole community as an on-going social/therapeutic program.

Fellowship has eight major work areas besides the care facility: a biodynamic farm, a candle shop, a cafe and product sales shop, a medical-therapeutic practice, a printshop (Mercury Press), a pottery, a weavery and woodworking/metal shops. A rich, varied cultural-spiritual life is woven into the community with festivals, art programs, lectures and trips. There is much work (play for the child) and social interaction, allowing for growth and human unfolding.

From the outset an administrative process was developed to help birth social forms and a free spiritual life while respecting the laws of the land. The impulse of the Threefold Social Order, given by Rudolf Steiner, is central to this effort, engaging all ages in the economic workings while taking up human care in a new and responsible fashion.

Call: 845-356-8494 or fax 845-356-8468, fellowship@attglobal.net www.fellowshipcommunity.org

SPACIAL DYNAMICS

Jaime McMillan

Space is not empty. Spacial Dynamics® gives the experience that the space surrounding one's body is indeed high blood pressure, headaches or stress, the constrictive gestures of angina pectoris, constipation or fear; the gestures of withdrawal in RSD, Sudeck or fibromyalgia.)

Helping a patient re-form a more appropriate "spatial blueprint" allows the patient (not the illness) to be the dynamic architect and gives a constructive framework on which the individual can build his home. Gestures of dis-ease are then transformed to gestures of ease.

Names of certified Spacial Dynamics® therapists can be requested from:
Spatial Dynamics Institute, Inc.
129 Hayes Road
Schuylerville, NY 12871
Tel/Fax: (518) - 695-6377
e-mail: sdioffice@earthlink.net